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MAES MAWR 

A Play for 5 Voices 

© Anthony Fisher May 2015 

Set in a small village during the late 1960s, in what was Carmarthen, West 

Wales. 

London Boy, with his wife Daughter-of-Wales, visits Wales for the first time to 

meet his in-laws known as Mam-u and Tad-cu.  He was not told it was a farm. 

CAST 

Narrator – London Boy grown old. 

London Boy - Husband 

Daughter-of-Wales - Wife 

Mam-gu - Mother of Daughter-of-Wales 

Tad-cu (Arthur) - Father of Daughter-of-Wales 

Glossary 

WORD TRANSLATION PRONUNCIATION 

Bara lawr Lava bread Bara lour (as our) 

Cegin fach Small kitchen Kegin vach (ch as in loch) 

Cegin fawr Large Kitchen Kegin four (as in our) 

Crwbin Name of Hamlet crewbin 

Diu God Dew 

Llangyndeyrn Place name thangadierne 

Maes Mawr Name of farm 
Large field 

Mice mour (as in our) 

Mam-gu Grandmother Mum ghee 

Tad-cu Grandfather Thad ki 

Twylch Pig sty Tulch (ch as in loch) 

Mochyn Pig Mochin (ch as in loch) 
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INTRODUCTION DRIVING DOWN THE M4 TO WALES 

NARRATOR 

One year, west of Swansea, London Boy 

met a people living in an echo of a way 

he had not imagined.  He could not 

understand their speech it was another 

country. His destination a hundred 

years ago, a time of exactly the same 

shape of the house and fields bordered 

by river and tip. 

(It was a surprise.  She had not told him that her parents 

lived on a farm) 

 

DAUGHTER-OF-WALES 

Silly fool, turned up in polished 

shoes! 

LONDON BOY 

You didn’t tell me it was a farm! 

NARRATOR 

The track to the farm began with 

Knotweed, then over the bridge that 

once collapsed under the weight of the 

bread van. 

Past the watercress bed. 
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DAUGHTER-OF-WALES 

Best in Wales. 

NARRATOR 

 … to the field heavy with grass and 

clover, in the shadow of the gorse-

bristled tip. 

DAUGHTER-OF-WALES 

As you go off the road over the branch 

line there’s a bush where I used to 

hide my wellingtons and then I’d put on 

my high heels to walk to the village. 

LONDON BOY 

Driving through the hens we could park 

in the yard of huge cobbles, enclosed 

on three sides by house, barn and byre. 

Bats swooped into the summer’s night 

and leaping funnel spiders hid deep in 

cracks of the lichen covered walls. 

DAUGHTER-OF-WALES 

The undertaker, drunk, stayed one 

night.  We were woken by his shouts as 

he found the fleas and they found him. 

LONDON BOY 

Mam-gu would tell me tales of Willie 

Maes Bach, twelve children in the tiny 
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house with no stairs just one room and 

a ladder to climb to bed.  Of the man 

with no arms, smoking a Woodbine 

balanced on his shoulder as he walked 

by the river. 

She told me how the pig would scream as 

it hung in the barn (the chains were 

still there).  It was butchered on the 

crude pig-bench of wood and iron.  And 

of the games they played with an 

inflated pig’s bladder.  Her son 

running from one person to another, 

opening and shutting one of its eyes in 

his hand. 

She didn’t know why there was a Monkey 

Puzzle tree in the middle of the 

petrified, impenetrable orchard with 

its waves of brambles spiked with 

nettles.  

(Pause) 

For three hundred years, Welsh slate 

and stone, house, barn and byre, had 

stood against rain and cold, giving 

shape to the cobbled yard.  Now Ash 

grows high and strong from flagstones 
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riven by weeds. No roof, no floor, no 

door.  Brambles smother the walls, the 

stones cold, grey, joyless. 

NARRATOR 

The children. 

DAUGHTER-OF-WALES 

We didn’t know this as we watched them 

playing in freedom, they were seeing 

things, doing things, that would never 

be repeated. 

Iwan running through slurry at the base 

of the dung heap, falling as his boots 

stuck – he was only three. 

A cockerel leaping over Elwyn. 

LONDON BOY 

Little Megan washed in a bowl.  Three 

generations of women – the same eyes, 

brow, beauty. 

 

DAUGHTER-OF-WALES 

We loved the stone place. 

There have always been people there.  

Some left a standing stone, still in 

this tranquil place.  We danced around 
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it, whirling in its magic, laughed as 

we were lit by the sun. 

The quiet of Llangyndeyrn would 

sometimes grow a sound to become a 

great drumming of hooves and there was 

the smell of wildness. 

They would lower their heads to be 

stroked, then they’d turn – gallop 

away. 

(pause) 

NARRATOR 

Mam-gu sits on the skiw by the beige-

tiled fireplace spattered with Tad-cu’s 

spit.  Her worn, sockless feet, in 

grey-black wellingtons. 

Tad-cu mows, turns hay, mends fences 

with barbed wire, 

scraps of wood and baler twine. 

Cows and sheep graze fields pierced 

with strong-spined thistles. 

LONDON BOY 

The old tractor needed one oil to 

start, another to run.  I rode it one 

year, turning hay with a great flailing 
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wheel and helped load bales onto an 

ancient flat trailer, then unload them 

into the tall Dutch barn – my muscles 

ached for days. 

NARRATOR 

Butterflies flood swathes of nettles 

that isolate the decayed orchard, 

painting the air as they move.  

Untrimmed hedges jewelled with Sloe, 

Elderberry and Rowan. 

Over the river whose name no one knew, 

past the clump of knotweed into that 

first, flat field; there were nine cows 

to be milked.  The leader would halt 

her herd at a whim.  They waited whilst 

she thought and chewed on the way to 

their rendezvous with Mam-gu.  The 

feral cats, always hidden; never seen 

until Mam-gu put down saucers of 

yesterday’s milk, when there was a 

sudden coalescence of colours rippling, 

clinging to the ground and, in silent 

rainbow flash, they were gone to 

another dimension.  There was 
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Glenghettie tea and the soft sound of 

Welsh, mud and rain. 

LONDON BOY 

I milk the Friesian cow, sitting on a 

three legged stool, warming my head on 

her flank as she ruminates whether to 

kick me. 

We buy meat from the butcher who wears 

a chain mail apron 

and a heavy articulated glove.  Mr Red 

Nose slices rashers of bacon and great 

chunks of crumbling fruit cake whose 

cherries shine back at him. 

A red kite standing in the big field 

views me with his hunter’s eye and the 

kingfisher flashes blue. 

NARRATOR 

It is safe at night, sitting still with 

the whisper of coal-fire flames, the 

gentle sounds of dreaming people 

floating in blood-warm air. 

(pause) 

LONDON BOY 

There are no words for “no”, or “yes”. 

”Are you Welsh?” is answered - 
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NARRATOR 

“Oes” - I am 

LONDON BOY 

“Are you English?” by 

NARRATOR 

“Nag oes” – I am not. 

LONDON BOY 

It would be good to have the language 

that, mated with dog Latin gave birth 

to French; but, as I was once 

admonished: 

DAUGHTER-OF-WALES 

(sharply and firmly) 

Englishmen do not speak Welsh! 

LONDONBOY 

So I don’t. 

Anyway, I’d have no one to talk to. 

 

EXT. TY-BACH – THE OUTSIDE LAVATORY 

NARRATOR 

The creation of the hole is a reverent 

occasion. Men stand in silent 

semicircle whilst the foreman, with 

both hands, lifts his bowler, places it 

on the plank, moves it with great care, 
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precisely into place. With a pencil he 

draws around the brim and a hole of 

exactly the right size is cut, 

chamfered, sanded. 

LONDON BOY 

The seat of the old grey wood spanned 

an ancient bucket that still had to 

rust through.  It never overflowed.  

Mam-gu would empty it, I never found 

where. 

EXT. ON THE ROAD THAT RUNS PAST THE FARM 

LONDON BOY 

We stood by his petrol pumps,  

Mr Williams and me,  

talking of Maes Mawr and Mam-gu.  He 

told me: 

“Mam-gu was a lovely girl, 

strong enough to toss us boys 

into the hay waggon. 

 

INT.FARM HOUSE – MAES MAWR FARM 

MAM-GU 

I worked the farm; my mother dead and 

father drank all day.  The boys from 

the New Inn would fling him into the 
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cart for the horse to bring him home.  

This is written in the “History of 

Pont-y-Berem” 

TAD-CU 

Each day I’d walk five miles down from 

Maen Gwyn to meet the fine boys of the 

mine and we’d stroll past river and 

autumn hedges full of fat sloes, dark 

as her eyes, Rowan as red as her blood, 

past where she waited for us, sitting 

on a low wall by the stone twlch.  Her 

smiles, her smell, her eyes would light 

my every fire.  I sang her into my 

embrace.  Then she was pregnant. 

MAM-GU 

Whenever Arthur sang I would quiver in 

beauty, his maleness filled me with 

excitement.  I tripped into motherhood 

and my belly was filled with Mair. 

(pause)   

She came with black hair, his eyes.  

Six months later they made me marry him 

and Arthur changed into my husband. 

EXT. MINE THE OTHER SIDE OF THE TIP ON THE EDGE OF THE 

FARM. 
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NARRATOR 

The mine had been shocked into 

stillness. Low buildings of crumbling 

red stock, a concrete bath where the 

dead could be hosed free of dust.  A 

discarded hooked dish of iron no longer 

black with sticky soap and coal.  A 

long tunnel sloped down to the coal 

Tad-cu had mined, its way now barred by 

a steel gate shaped exactly to its 

size.  He had once walked here to 

escape Maen Gwyn- his parent’s farm – 

and his four brothers and sister. 

(pause) 

 

INT. BYRE MAM-GU IS MILKING THE COWS BY HAND 

MAM-GU 

Now my once-sweet feet, are calloused 

and cold in these old, hard 

wellingtons.  The air bites at 5 before 

dawn when I rise to break coal, light 

the fires.  The cows are warm in the 

byre; Angharad, Daisy and seven others.  

They tell me my mother used this wooden 

stool.  My father put in a machine, I 
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don’t know why, it never worked.  

Anyway we like this time, eh Cariad? 

NARRATOR 

Yesterday’s beer keeps her husband in 

bed.  She’ll make him breakfast, some 

tea and keep it warm on the range with 

a saucer on the cup. Each morning, each 

evening, she’d roll a half filled churn 

to cool in the brook running by the 

yard.  Hours of lonely work for just 10 

gallons of milk. 

MAM-GU 

I’ve always done it.  The milk cheque’s 

mine to do as I like with; my marrow 

fat peas, Glenghettie tea, cake and the 

Western Mail. 

NARRATOR 

Lead in the water from the curved, 

stone well blocked her thyroid, led to 

bloody flecks blocking her mind, but at 

seventy she could hold high in one hand 

a great bale of hay and carry it ninety 

yards to her cows in their stone byre. 

(slight pause) 
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INT. THE CEGIN FAWR NOW EMPTY EXCEPT FOR ONE CHAIR. 

The time came to leave. She refused to 

go, sat in her chair in the centre of 

her home.  She filled the room, the 

house, the farm; she’d grown into the 

stone.  Mam-gu was Maes Mawr.  When she 

left – it died. 

(pause) 

 

INT. A TINY, ONE-ROOM PUB IN THE HAMLET OF CRWBIN 

LONDON BOY 

Tad-cu had a poet’s brow, noble nose, 

voice so much bigger than him.  He knew 

where to drink all day, chain smoked 

Woodbines.  In a tiny bar in Crwbin, 

where drab clothed men drank around 

scrubbed wood tables, he sang an old 

Welsh ballad as he gazed into my eyes, 

then challenged a young Irishman (who’d 

claimed the better voice) not to sing 

but to fight!  They had to be dragged 

apart. 

(pause) 

 

EXT. THE FIELDS AND HEDGES OF MAES MAWR 
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TAD-CU 

I could grasp barbed wire in bare 

fists, pull hard for tension, leave my 

energy in the singing, spiralled 

strands.  I’d wield a chainsaw with one 

hand, Woodbine smouldering at my lips, 

the noisy machine smoking before me.  

Branches fell around but I never got up 

a sweat. 

I worked in the lamp room of the 

village mine charging batteries, 

servicing heavy Davy lamps. I would 

guard the door while the manager 

shagged secretaries on the table, on 

the floor. 

Australians came to shear our sheep, 

strong-backed journeymen, roaming 

Wales.  Used to thousands; in Maes Mawr 

we had nineteen.  They wouldn’t come 

today. 

Every evening I took the two half-

filled churns to the great, grey, 

concrete cube by the road, to be 

collected by the milk lorry. 
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LONDON BOY 

He was always there but was never Maes 

Mawr – not like Mam-gu. 

(Pause) 

The smell of Maes Mawr was sheep.  Wool 

fat everywhere and we absorbed it into 

our skin, our clothes, our hair.  There 

was nowhere to bathe so we wrote Maes 

Mawr in the air wherever we went. 

Tad-cu was proud of his sheep, taught 

me how to gauge the tail at is base. 

TAD-CU 

Look how thick it is.  This one will be 

good to eat! 

NARRATOR 

They were there once when the butcher 

came with his knives. 

Two lambs waited unfettered, lay 

patiently on the dairy floor as their 

life ran into the drain. 

Arthur did not dip his sheep so the 

flies burrowed deep.  They stood still 

as he poured corrosive oil into their 
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perforated flesh.  The maggots would 

leap three feet into the air… 

TAD-CU 

(shouting) 

Ach’r fi! 

Dirty Buggers! 

LONDON BOY 

They were a flock of nineteen with 

lambs that came each spring to be sold 

at a few months old … 

NARRATOR 

The best in the valley 

LONDON BOY 

… I was told as I drank Buckley’s in 

the New Inn.  I remember them grazing 

along tracks that ran to the top of the 

tip of spoil, discarded by the 

abandoned mine. 

EXT.EVENING IN THE YARD UNDER THE WINDOW OF CEGIN FAWR 

NARRATOR 

Dusk – Maes Mawr Farm 

(A meditation) 
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LONDON BOY 

It is beginning - 

the air blue-black, clear, 

dark-sparkled with insects. 

The first bats  

stretch into the night 

silent as they swoop. 

Soon the air will darken, 

the trees become shadows 

shaped by stars 

I am held by time, 

still as shells in the stone 

that warms my back. 

As quiet as the bats 

that do not disturb my dream. 

(pause) 

NARRATOR 

The Food of Maes Mawr. 

LONDON BOY 

Juicy capons with coarse bread and 

onion, slow-cooked in the fractured 

stove and eggs, large, orange-yolked, 

thick albumen.  Michelin would never 

star Maes Mawr sitting a thousand yards 
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along the track that meandered by river 

and field to a dung-splashed cobbled 

yard.  No one would certify the kitchen 

with its broken Rayburn.  The cook had 

to use an open fire in the next room 

with its three hundred years of dirt. 

There were caul-wrapped faggots tipped 

from the tins they were bought in, with 

potatoes and cabbage from behind the 

house.  And, from the wooden-stalled 

mart in Carmarthen, soft green “bara 

lawr” wrapped in cellophane; dusted 

with oatmeal, fried with thick, meat-

streaked, glistening white, fat slices 

of Welsh bacon.  Stone-baked bread from 

good strong flour, toasted before 

flames that danced on hard Welsh coal, 

then spread with salted butter – 

delicious, delicious. 

(pause) 

 

INT. THE BAR OF THE NEW INN. ONE OF THE VILLAGE PUBS 

NARRATOR 

The New Inn … 
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LONDON BOY 

…was a man’s domain – bright white-

washed walls, dull, flake-painted sign 

– Buckley’s fine Welsh Bitter.  Through 

the brown door a beer-splashed, 

yellowed bar, smoke of ages hanging in 

the air.  Tables busy with cribbage, 

dominoes, shove h’apenny and just one 

grey woman shrinking behind her 

Guinness. 

TAD-CU 

That’s my drinking companion, Edith, a 

legend in the village from the war. 

LONDON BOY 

Why?  she’s so still, doesn’t speak, 

moves only to drink. 

(pause) 

 

TAD-CU 

Jeep loads of GIs came from the town to 

see her here.  She had a trick, 

standing on that table, with the thick 

end of an empty bottle.  She then go 

off to have sex with them all 

somewhere.  Yes her and the Americans, 

we still talk of it. 
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LONDON BOY 

I closed my eyes and am there as she 

lifts her skirt, becomes Sheela Na Gig.  

Shouts... look… I am the glory!  Was 

beautiful proud Inanna demanding “Who 

is to plough my wet field?” 

(pause) 

It was the only time I saw her. 

NARRATOR 

And there was Silas jones … 

TOWNBOY 

… yes, Silas Jones 

He was a small man, belted gabardine 

raincoat and thirteen languages tucked 

around his person. A fine hand, 

disciplined: copper plate italic, sharp 

steel nib dipped in iron blue ink, 

smooth white paper that crackled when 

folded.  Even in an unknown tongue it 

could be enjoyed; each word soaking 

into the hand that stroked it. 

One grey day I looked for Silas Jones 

but all I found was a mist of languages 

drifting in the Welsh air. 
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(pause) 

NARRATOR 

The council moved Mam-gu and Tad-cu to 

a house in Parc-y-Mynach, just up the 

hill from the New Inn.  A home with hot 

water, gas, smooth floors, modern 

stove. 

MAM-GU 

I still broke the coal but there was no 

need for my unforgiving wellingtons. 

TAD-CU 

I could still drink and chain-smoke 

Woodbines. 

LONDON BOY 

At night he would go downstairs, his 

voice still beautiful, fill the house 

with mournful cries. 

TAD-CU 

Oh what have I done?  Oh what have I 

done? 

LONDON BOY 

In English not Welsh. 

NARRATOR 

Three years St David’s hospital painted 

over his blackness, then he came to a 
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home in Felin Foel close by the brewery 

whose beer he had once loved.  Mam-gu 

died soon after.  Her daughter was to 

share her grave, as he did too a few 

years later. 

(slight pause) 

LONDON BOY 

The farm, their life is gone. 

Their luxury of a cold tap and butler 

sink, after buckets of lead-filled well 

water, no more.  The pigsty – the 

twylch, as solid as the house and barn, 

now full of nettles; the stone trough 

empty, no pig, no mochyn as she would 

say. 

Today there is no roof and soon the 

stones will fall. The giant cobbles are 

hidden by herb willow and nettle  

the little brook long gone. 

Maes Mawr will soon lose its name. 

ALL 

(In chorus) 

Who will remember this? 

Who will remember how they lived? 


